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Shuttle Use Continues to climb

February 24th witnessed the arrival of ..the
long-promised expanded shuttle schedule which
now offers crosstown FL/ML service every half-
hour from 7:00 am, until 5:30 p.mn. The numbers
are tabulated for ,the first two full months .of this
expanded service revealing that an unprecedented
152 riders per day used the shuttle in April. Ntew
faces have 'appeared on .thle morning and evening
commuting- rufts.

An' increasing. number of people. are.
discovering that the shuttle is the "only way .to go"when attending off-site meetings at FL or ML. In
fact, some meetings are actually getting started. on.
the shuttle as participants traverse the seven miles-
between sites. Check out' the shuttle, if you
haven't already tried it. You'll have an "excellent
adventure" and. meet some new people in the
process!

TAP Fact. of the Day

If :you use 'your bus pass for just one round-trip to Stapleton 'Airport, for N1CAR-related travel,instead of a -commerical shuttle service, you: will nearly recoup the cost of your bus pass for NCAR.

NCAR Shuttle .Riders
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Old Bus Passes Now Invalid

With the issuance of the new all-purpose.
access/ID cards, the old bus passes have gone the
way of the dinosaur. Effective July 1, RTD drivers
will no longer honor our original cards. Please
exchange your old cards as soon as
possible. Also, do not simply discard
them; our contract with RTD requires us
to return all old bus passes. We regret that
we cannot issue new stickers.for those who have
lost or misplaced their original .bus passes; the
TAP: program has purchased One RTD sticketr per
employee and duplicates iare not available. If you
forgot your bus pass when: you went to get your
new card, there's still time to get your new one.
Bus pass exchanges and new-card issuance can be
done on Thursdays, 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., and
Fridays, 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m., at the Foothills
Lab Building 2 reception desk.

FL Sprouts New Bicycle Racks

Bicyclists at the Foothills Lab, frustrated
by the enigmatic bicycle racks that came with the
former NBI building, are now seeing some relief as
new racks have been obtained. Working With
Facilities Management and Planning, the TAG
committee recommended three new designs. One.
design has been available for two. to three months;
the second wave-style design just came in and will
be installed this month. A third hoop-style is on
order. We hope you cyclists will find your favorite
among the choices. Additional racks (wave-style)
are also on order for the Mesa Lab.

Bicycle Lockers Approved

The NCAR/UCAR Directors have
approved the purchase of bicycle lockers for the FL
and ML. In case you haven't seen one, a bicycle
locker is a secure, totally-enclosed storage unit
which houses one bicycle per compartment (see
picture above). Each locker Will have a coin-
operated lock similar to the ones used in ski resort

and airport lockers. (One exception: The coin will
be returned when the key is replaced at the end of
the day, so that the locker use will be free.) We
hope you'll use the lockers (or outside racks); we
believe they will offer a better alternative to those
who have been parking their bicycles inside the
buildings. The purchase of bicycle lockers, along
with our continued participation in the bus pass
program, solidifies NCAR's role in encouraging the
use of alternative transportation-

FAWD Flops at NCAR

For the time being, TAG has decided to
suspend NCAR's participation in Boulder's "Find
Another Way Day" promotion. While we KNOW
that lots of NCAR staff are using alternative
transportation, it seems folks are reluctant to sign
up (or just forgetful) on the once-per-month days.
Perhaps the FAWD name just didn't catch on--
would "NCAR No-Car Day" have fared better?
Well concentrate on Bike-to-Work Day on July 15,
so do "gear up" for that annual event! And
remember that our year-round goal is for everyone
to 'TAP into it...one day 'in five."

ETC, etc..

TAG member Joanne Dunnebecke (RAP)
has agreed to be our Employee Transportation
Coordinator (ETC). She will act as a liaison with
the City of Boulder's programs to1 promote
alternative transportation use. if you have
suggestions or questions for the City, feel free to
pass them- along to Joanne (joanned@ncar.ucar.edu)
or contact the City's GO Boulder office at
441-4260.

Carpool Database .Update!

Please take a moment to review your entry
into the computerized TAP Carpool Database. We
have corrected site changes as the various groups
moved into Foothills Lab. If you have a new-.
home address, phone number, work extension
change, or any other updated information, please
provide Barb McDonald with a memo. Also, new
database entries are always welcome. Contact
Steve Massie or Barb McDonald for the
questionnaire and grid map.

In case you haven't discovered it: The
TAP TouchScreen computer is located in the ML
lobby (an identical system will soon appear in the
FL lobby). In addition to our in-house carpool
matching service, you'll find informationabout bus
schedules, shuttle information, TAP news, and
other goodies all--literally--at your fingertips.
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Featured TAPper

TAPper Ray Najjar, a CSMP postdoc and
former ASP postdoc at the Mesa Lab, has been an
avid bus rider since he joined NCAR in September
1990. "I hate to drive," Ray told Easy Rider, "and I
save a huge amount of money by taking the bus
and using my NCAR bus; pass!" Ray explained
that door-to-door he spends exactly one hour getting
to work. "The express bus takes about 35 minutes,
and I use the shuttle to and from work. I walk
from my apartment to the Market Street Station
and back."

Before moving to Denver, Ray commuted
from Broomfield and would leave his car at the
park-n-Ride. Ray was kind enough to share the
following story. "When I lived in Broomfield, I
used the bus every day. One day, however, I
decided to take the car to work to run some errands
in Boulder. When it was time to leave, I forgot I
had driven and took the shuttle down the hill, as
usual, and even took the bus to the park-n-Ride in
Broomfield. Only then, while I was looking for
my car, did I realize I had forgotten the car! Since
it was a two-mile -walk home, and we needed the
car, I got back on the bus to Boulder, hiked up the
NCAR hill, and then drove home. How
embarrassing, .but as you can see, I'm really
hooked." Ray calculated that he saves aroundS $600
per year by using his bus pass plus even more on
car maintenance.

"For me, it's great! Ray concluded.

- Barb McDonald

Freebies on Bike-to-Work Day!

. If you use aniy alternative mode to get to
NCAR/UCAR on July 15 (BOULDER's Bike-to-
Work Day) you'll win either a free T-shirt or a free
beverage from the cafeteria. Sign up and draw your
prize from the hat at either of the ML or FL
lobbies or the Jeffco entrance. We'll give away 100
T-shirts, which are teal green with black bicycle
artwork and the TAP logo. These are sure to
become collector's items, so don't miss out! Watch
your mailbox for details. Also, see page 5 of this
newsletter for other Bike Week events around town.

ACRONYMNS in Motion
by Andy Johnson

The shuttle vans are rolling, buckle up or walk,
your driver smiles a greeting ready with some TOC*.
NCAR is the destination whichever way you go,
from CRAYons at the Mesa to FLABBY's HAO.

The front fills up the quickest, no need to share a lap,
anxious cyclists fill the backseat concerned about their BAP*.
The drivers watch the schedule, they want to be precise,
and when Dean hears that they are late he is always NICE*.

ATD with Doppler for windshear, hail and rain,
BPD* with RADAR too, the school zone is their game.
RAP works on their nowcasting upstairs in FL2,
could they predict students crossing Broadway at CU?

Acronyms are handy when shuttle drivers must rush,
when RTD cuts them off they don't have time to CUSS*.
A van for an office, no computer screen or FAX,
perhaps CGD could help them with a program to relax.

ACD has chemistry to make the van ride fun,
when they crack a joke or two the drivers come undone.
OPEC loves OPICs* and CGDers hate whby,
they know that global warming results from fuel fouled skies.

The Program is succeeding. Divisions, stand and clap,
keep the DIRs happy by daily supporting TAP.
Cycle, shuttle or carpool whichever way is best,
saving the fragile environment is the Program's quest.

*GUA 
....

(Glossary of Unfamiliar Acronyms)

TOC -
BAP -

NICE -
BPD -
CUSS -

OPIC -

Topics Of Conversation
Bicycle Attachment Procedure.
Notoriouslyy Insightful Critical Evaluations
Boulder Police Department
Communicate Un-Savory Salutations
One Person In Car

[Note: Andy is a DOMSV (Driver Of the Morning Shuttle Van).]

Walking to the Mesa Lab

The NCAR shuttle will pick up
passengers anywhere along Table Mesa Drive, west
of Broadway. Just stand on the north side of the
street and make yourself visible. Hiking trails to
the top of the Mesa are available. Two trails on
the north side of the mesa are accessed near the start
of the NCAR Road. Go left on the dirt road at the
bottom of the hill. The trail soon divides; the right
fork is slightly more gradual and somewhat longer.
On the south side of the mesa, a trail is accessible
from the west side of Wildwood Road (near the
Wildwood Court intersection). Go north on the dirt
frontage road; the trail bears to the left and goes up
to the Mesa Lab. Walking time from the bottom
of the hill is about 15 minutes.
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Meet the New Shuttle Drivers

left to right: Linda Ogard, John.i Owen

The expanded shuttle schedule brought
more than new riders to the shuttle vans; several
new faces appeared behind the wheel, too. Four
new drivers will now do their best to get you
to/from work or to those crosstown meetings.

In the morning, Andy Johnson and Linda
Ogard share the honors. Andy has recently moved
to Nederland from California. His background
includes experience in photography and journalism
(see page 3 for'his newcomer's-eye-view of the
acronym soun at NCAR).

left to right: Andy Johnson, Chris Cooke

Linda, an Arvada resident -has two small
children (ages 5 and 7) who see to it that"she is up
early and ready to go out for those morning runs.
She loves camping and fishing in the great
outdoors.

At noon, John Owen and Chris Cooke
take over the driving duties. John is actually more
at_ home on top of a mountain than behind the
wheel; he is an accomplished climber, His most
recent adventure was in Nepal where he climbed
Mt. Manaslu.

Chris' background is a complete mystery
to us. We believe that a childhood accident left
him with a wry sense of humor (beware of the
Three Stooges overtones) and the inability to give a
straight answer. El habla espafiol muy bien,
porque estudi6 esta idioma en .la universidad.

Chris takes over for Krisin Conrad, an
artist (oil painting and pottery); who has lived in
many areas of the U.S. Kris now has. other duties
in the Traffic Services Department, but you'll still
see her on some of the afternoon Mesa Lab shuttle
runs.

Rod Aschenbrenner has been promoted to
Traffic Services Transportation Supervisor.
Comments in regard to the shuttles should -be
directed to Rod at ext. 8504. He is currently
working with the shuttle drivers in creating a new
shuttle schedule which is expected to be in place by
the end of June..

- Chris Ennis

Plugging In Instead of Gassing Up

The following facts about electric vehicles
(EVs) were obtained from .the World Resources
Institute and from Eagle Engineering, a Longmont
company which converts new cars and trucks to
EVs:

* EVs cost an average of 2 to 4 cents per mile for
operation and maintenance (gas cars average about 8
cents per mile).

* EVs never need oil changes, tune-ups, radiator
flushes or carburetor adjustments.

* Current EVs have a range of up to 120 miles
and require an 8-hourr recharge; future EVs may
require less than 10 minutes. New electric storage
devices known as "uiltracapaci ors"'' now under
development promise to boost acceleration, increase
the driving range and extend battery life.

* Even when electric power generation is taken
into account, EVs only cause 20-40% of the
pollutants normally caused by gas-powered cars.

* Colorado had 504 EVs registered in 1991.
California has mandated that 40,000 zero-emission
vehicles be sold in that state in 1998.

* General Motors and Chrysler are now offering
EVs. Companies like Eagle Engineering are able
to convert conventionalcars and trucks to EVs.

-Chris Ennis
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July 1 1 to9, 1 99 2

Schedule of Events
Saturday, July 11

Bike Week Festival...with new products, free clinics and more on the Courthouse Lawn.
Mini Tune ups...iow cost, high quality tune-ups, proceeds benefit Boulder Off-road Alliance.

Sunday, July 12
Tour Day...a variety of tours, including Commuter Tours, Mountain Bike Tours and Road Rides.
Peddling for Pets...Family Ride to benefit Longmont Humane Society.

Monday, July 13
Non-Polluting Commuting Race...pits local celebrities in a car vs. bike crosstown competition.

Tuesday, July 14
Moonshine Rlde..a mountain bike ride by the light of the silvery full moon.

Wednesday, July 15
Bike to Work Day...with free continental breakfasts at locations across the county.
Find Another Way Day...the one-day-a-month alternative transportation campaign.
The Business Chailenge... pits local companies for the highest level of employees cycling to work.

Thursday,' July 16
Bike Polo...free training clinics and practice sessions.

Friday, July 17
Senior's Ride...breakfast and a ride for Boulders older cyclists with the Old Wheelers.
Bike Polo...free training clinics and practice sessions.

Saturday, Ju;ly 18
Bike Poio...the 5th annual Bike Week Polo Tournament.

Sunday, July 19
The Peak to Peak Tour...a 60 mile ride for citizens, with support and lunch.
Trail Maintenance Project... mountain bike trail work, organized by Boulder Off-road Alliance.
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Summer Pedestrian
Safety Tip #1

A flashing *Don't Walk" sign does not mean
pedestrians should be out of the intersection.
it is a warning to pedestrians that the time
left to start crossing is too short.
Pedestrians who enter an intersection legally
have the right-of-way to continue crossing
whether the light has changed,

Summer Pedestrian
Safety Tip #2

Safe walkways are required by City law and the
responsibility of property owners. Bushes and
trees that extend into the sidewalk area need to
be trimmed. Broken and uneven sidewalks must
be repaired. To report untrimmed bushes,
broken or uneven sidewalks, call the Streets
Maintenance Department at 441-3230. During
the winter, snow removal from sidewalks is
required within 24 hours after a snow storm.

Summer Pedestrian
Safety Tip #3

All drivers (including bicyclists) must yield
the right of way to every pedestrian on a
sidewalk, path, entering a crosswalk, or
within a crosswalk. Persons in
wheelchairs, persons with disabilities, and
older pedestrians have these same rights
and should receive an extra measure of
courtesy.

Reprinted with permission from the GO BOULDER newsletter.

Guaranteed Ride Home Program

If you use any alternative mode of
transportation to commute to work, and you
experience an emergency need to get to your home,
child's school, doctor's office, etc.,, you can get a
free ride through TAP's Guaranteed Ride Home
program. JUST CALL THE MESA LAB
RECEPTIONIST AT EXT. 1140 and a .free
taxi ride will be provided for youi, courtesty of the
Denver Regional Council of Governments,
SHOW YOUR -.RTD BUS -PASS TO THE
TAXI DRIVER, AND YOU'LL BE ON
YOUR WAY. Examples of emergency
situations covered by this program: illness;
family/friend medical emergency; nonmedical
family emergency; missed carpool or shuttle due to
unexpected need to work late; unexpected work-
related need to travel to another NCAR site.

10% Post Consumer Wast
RecicI'd Paper

TAG Membership Evolves

TAG is an all-volunteer committee with
membership open to any interested staff member or
visitor. Contact Chris or Dean if you have
enthusiasm and ideas about encouraging the use of
alternative transportation. New faces on TAG:
Linda Croom (HAO); Chuck Carlentine (UCAR);
Bob Henson (DIR); and Wayne Adams (RAP).
Kathy Morgan (MMM) and Janice Saffell (HAO)
have taken sabbaticals from the committee. We
thank them for'their hard work in helping to found
TAP and getting it going in the beginning. Patty
Loudin, formerly with HAO and a founding TAP
member, is now -with Aztec Engineering in
Boulder. We wish her well and miss her a lot!

TAP/Transportat-ion_ Alternatives Group

Dean Lindstrom, Co-chair DIR 1141 ML
Chris Ennis, Co-chair ACD 1469 ML
Wayne Adams RAP 8398 FL2

Chuck Carlentine UCAR 1664 ML

Linda Croom HAO 1552 . FL2

Joanne Dunnebecke RAP 8431 FL2
Bob Henson DIR 8605 FL3

Rachel Jones pUCAR 1650 FB
Steve Massie ACD 1404 ML
Barb McDonald DIR 1,601 ML

John Owen, DIR 1141 FLi
Chris Snyder .MMM 8966 FL3
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by the Transportation Alternatives Group.
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